it immediately follows that the condition (~) (9,, g)~ o, ~,eo,
is necessary for closure. If this condition also is sufficient we shall, on account of a well known analogy in harmonic analysis, say that the transformation T* will possess a Wiener closure theorem. It seems to be a very difficult undertaking to decide, in general non-trivial cases, whether these two theorems are true or not and if they are equivalent. However, under the assumptions already made, it is always true that the extinction theorem implies the Wiener closure theorem. For, if C~ is a proper subset of /4, an element f# o exists, such that o = (/, r'"g)= (r-/, g), n>o.
Thus g is orthogonal to every he C/, and hence to the eigenelement 9, which, according to the extinction theorem, must belong to C/.
2. If we, in addition to the postulate (A), also assume that T is isometric, the extinction theorem holds and is a simple consequence of v. NSumann's ergodic theorem which we state in the following generalized form, due to F. Riesz 1 and G. Birkhoff :
If T is a linear isometric transfo,'mation, or a contraction (11T/H-< Ilfll), of a um:formly convex Banaeh space, then the limit n--1 will exist for every element f.
Let us first give the following complement of this theorem. We shall say that f is orthogonal to g, or f.tg, if
I[f + e g II -> ][fl[
for every complex number e. It ought to be observed that in general Banaeh spaces the property f• g does not imply g J.f.
If T has a fixelement 990 = Tq~o that is not orthogonal to f, then the limit 8(f) will be different from the null element.
By the definition of orthogonality, there exists a constant e such that
1t9o + ef!] < II~o[I. From this and the relations II~(g)ll-----I[gtl and S(9o)= 9o, it follows that
i See [4] in the References and G. BIItKHOFF, The mean ergodie Theorem, Duke vol. 5 (1939) .
[I S (of)I1 = H S (90 + c f) --9o ]t > I19o It --[I 9o + eli > o, i.e. S(f)# o.
We thus get the following general extinction theorem: Let T be a linear isometric transformation of a uniformly convex Bausch space, such that the set cP of eigenelements of T has the property:
Then for every f# o the manifold Cf will contain at least one eigenelenwnt 9 # o.
By (A') a 9-9~. must exist which is not orthogonal to f Since T is isometric, we will have [g]= I and the operator T~.= 4 -1 T is consequently isometric too, and has 9i as fixelement. Thus
n=oo n 0 and the theorem follows since Sx(f) belongs both to C/ and ~.2
It is immediately seen, that the theorem holds true also for a contraction, provided that its eigenvalues lie on the unit circumference ]41-----I.
3. Returning to the space H, it is now natural to consider the following case: T is a proper metric contraction, i.e.
while T* is isometric, (c) II r*fll = Ilfll.
As will be seen subsequently, the class of operators subject to the conditions (A), Similar results will be obtained for the extinction problem.
The interest of this theorem is chiefly due to the fact that the relevant orthogonality is ~o If and not the converse but more natural fj. q0. It should also be noted that at least in the ordinary Lp-spaces (p > I, # 2) there are subsets M having the property (A')without being fundamental.
' This latter condition may be replaced by the.following weaker assumption: the eigenvalues of T are of modulus < I.
31--48173. Acta mathematica. 81. Imprim6 le 28 avril 1949.
An Isomorphism. 4 . By elementar3 arguments we obtain the following proposition:
The conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D), imply the existence of a complete orthonormal set {en}~, such that In accordance with (C),
for everypair of elements f and g, and thus,
T T* ----I----the identity.
By (D), there exists a simple eigenvalue ~ = a, which in view of (B) must be of modulus < I. If r is a corresponding eigenelement, then e o = ~ --a T* ~ will be different from the null element, since by (C), Ileo[I >--]l~0~l [(, -[al) .
In the following, we will suppose that ~ is normalized by the condition I!eoU--I. We get by (5)
hence e o is an eigenelement corresponding to ~ = o. Putting en = T'n e o, n >--o, it follows from (6) that, for n > m ~ o, (e,, e~) = (T*" Co, r*-Co) = (Co, T n-~ Co) = o.
In view of the normalization It eoll-I we then get (en, e~)= {o, n~m,
By the definition of the set {e,}o** the relations (2) and (3) are satisfied, and thus qgx defined by the series (4), really represents an eigenelement. Putting Z-a in the series, we get back our original element ~0,.
It remains to prove that every eigenvalue is simple. If this is not true, there will exist a number ~, I{~1 < I, such that the equation T~=~9, besides the solution 9: of formula (4), also has a solution ~ # o, orthogonal to ~:. Starting from ~ we obtain, in the same manner as before, an orthonormal set will be linearly independent eigenelements. From the preceding discussion, it will be clear that the conditions (A), (B) and (C) imply that the dimension number of the set ~ is the same for all in the open unit circle, hence----I in view of (D). Since 9 is fundamental by assumption, and (4) represents all normalized eigenelements, the set {e~}o ~ must be complete, thus proving our proposition. According to well known properties, the radial limit
exist almost everywhere, and has a summable square. Furthermore, the class of Taylor series f(z) constitutes a Hilbert space H with the scalar product
f(e )g(e )eo 0 and the norm Ilftl = V~,f). By means of (7) we obtain a unitary transformation of H into H.
The operator T takes the function f(z) into
The eigenelements of T in the space H are obviously the functions i *' Izl <I
The Closure and Extinction Problems. 6 . In the space H we may formulate the closure problem in the following way :
For which functions f(z) is it true that the set We already know that the Wiener criterion f(z) # o, Izl < I, is a necessary condition for closure. At first sight, this condition also seems to be sufficient.
However, as we shall see, this is not true. On the other hand, an additional condition of the form i. e. f(z) has no zeros in the unit circle, and that the limit (IO) vanishes, which means that If(z)l is n5~ allowed to be very small as I z[-> I.
7' By the proof, we shall avail ourselves of some well known properties, essentially due to Herglotz, F. and M. Riesz and R. Nevanlinna 4, concerning harmonic and analytic functions. Here we shall not express these results in their original scope, but in a modified form appropriate for our special purpose. The following important inequality,
holds always true, and the function fo (z) defined by the relation
will then have the properties, A function which can be expressed in the form (x2), where V(0) ~-log [f(r176 I is summable, we shall call an outer function, whereas a function of the form (I7) shall be called an inner function. The special functions fl and fo defined above, shall be termed the outer factor and the inner factvr of f respectively. This decomposition is obviously uniquely determined if f~ o, and will be referred to as the Factorization Lemma. 9. The two problems, raised at the beginning of this chapter, will now be completely solved by the following:
Theorem I. Let f, g e H and be ~ o. Then g will belong to the manifold C~ when, and only when, the inner factor off is a divisor of the inner factor of g.
The stated closure criterion ~(f)=o is obviously a consequence of this theorem, since the property C] = H demands that the inner factor fo of f is a divisor of any inner function which can only be true if fo ~-I, i. e. if ~ (f) ~ o.
Let us first prove that g E C~ if f0 is a divisor of go. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that to every 9 > o, a polynominal p may be found such that From this it is obvious that the function h g~ must belong to H, and since [h (e~S)]---I almost everywhere, gl must be the outer factor of h gl, and thus h its inner factor. Then go is divisible by fo, which ends the proof.
IJpf

lira I f lu,(e,o)_~,C,.e,o)laO=o"
In the preceding we have seen that the inner factor of f is of decisive importance for the properties of the set C~:. Thus it follows from Theorem I that a function generates the same manifold as its inner factor, i.e. C~ ~-C~:~. More generally, C~ and C~o are identical when, and only when fo is a divisor of go, and conversely, go a divisor of fo, which will occur only when fo ----go. and it is then suffieient to prove that CF, G ~ H.
If f(z) vanish with its first p --I derivatives at the origin then the projection of T*P e = zp on C] falls on V I -d~ fo, where d~ is the distance from zp to C].
If this is not true an h~o will exist, orthogonal to {z'F(z)}~, {z n G(z)}~*. Putting Go----ko
The inner functions fro and ~?o must then be divisible by /Co. This implies that l o is a common factor of Fo, Go, and therefore, l o must be -~ x. Accordingly, the function m not only is holomorphic in the unit circle, but it in addition also belongs to the space H, which, as has been previously shown, implies that h --~ o.
The function h o therefore belongs to C~g. Then, by Theorem I, C~o ~ C~],g. Let us now assume that k----kokl is an arbitrary function belonging to C~g. Then for every s ~ o, we can determine two polynomials 1o and q such that liP f+ qg-kl] ~ ~. In the same way as in Section 9, this leads to the boundedness of the quotient ko/ho; i.e. lco is divisible by h 0, which according to Theorem I, implies C~g ~ C~o. Thus, the two sets must be identical, and the theorem is proved.
I I. Now, we shall consider the fully general case of a closed linear subset C* of H with the property (37) T* C* < C*, i. e. T* fE C* when fE C*.
Theorem IV. Every closed linear manifold C* having the property (37), and not identical with the null element, contains a uniquely determined inner function fo that generates C* in the sense (38) C* = C~.
Let p be the least integer -----o such that C* contains a function whose 10th order derivative is ~ o at the origin. As is easily seen, the distance dp from T*Pe==zP to C*, is then < I, and we may define a function f0 by the relation:
]/I-d~fo-----the projection of ~ on C*.
In the same way as in Section Io, we find that fo is an inner function,
It then follows that C~ ~ C* Furthermore, if (38) were not true, there would exist an inner function go E C* which would not be divisible by re. In view of Theorem III, the largest common factor he(z) ~-bpz p + bp+lZV+l +... which ends the proof.
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From Theorem IV we immediately get the following corrolary which in an essential point is equivalent to the theorem itself: Every non-empty set of inner functions {fol, enumerable or not, has a uniquely determined largest common factor he defined by the following properties: he is an inner function which is a divisor of every fo E {f o}; whereas every ko with this property is a divisor of he. I2. Regarding the extinction problem, we shall content ourselves with the following result : Let us denote by C* the orthogonal complement of C, and let fe C, g E C*. In view of (39), we have, o = (f, g) = (r-f, g) = (f, r*-g), n >-o which implies that T* C* < C*. As the theorem is evident in the ease C-----H we can assume that C is a proper subset of H, and consequently, that C* contains functions ~ o. According to Theorem IV, there will exist an inner function h generating C*, and the condition (f,T*'h)=o, n>__o, is then both necessary and sufficient for fro belong to C. In particular, an eigenfunction 9~. belongs to C when, and only when (9~., h)= o. Putting 
